BOOKS TO READ ON HOOPLA:

- Earth Day Every Day by Lisa Bullard
- Learns To Recycle by Kim Thompson (Part of the Caillou series)
- Reduce, Reuse, And Recycle, Oscar! by Mary Lindeen
- Every Day Is Earth Day by Jane O'Connor (Fancy Nancy series)
- Curious George Discovers Recycling by H. A. Rey
- Pierre The French Bulldog Recycles by Kate Louise
- The Three Little Recyclers by Robin Koontz
- We Are The Gardeners by Joanna Gaines

EARLY LITERACY TIP

TEACH YOUR CHILD ABOUT THE RECYCLING SYMBOL ON ITEMS. HAVE THEM PRACTICE CHECKING FOR THE SYMBOL AND SORTING RECYCABLES INTO THE RIGHT BINS. TALK ABOUT HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO RECYCLE, REDUCE, AND REUSE.
SONGS AND RHYMES:

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle (to the tune of: "The More We Get Together")
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
Reduce, recycle
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
It’s easy to do
’Cause your trash
And my trash
Make up way
Too much trash
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle
It’s easy to do!

We’ve Been Working on Recycling/Reducing/Reusing (to the tune of: "I’ve Been Working on the Railroad")
We’ve been working on recycling everything we can,
We’ve been working on recycling, it’s a very simple plan.
Separate your glass and paper, your plastic and your tin.
Take the trash that you’ve recycled to your recycling bin.

We’ve been working on reducing everything we can.
We’ve been working on reducing, it’s a very simple plan.
Don’t get things if you won’t use them; get only what you need.
Don’t buy things in extra wrapping; reduce and you’ll succeed!

We’ve been working on reusing everything we can.
We’ve been working on reusing, it’s a very simple plan.
If it’s a bag you’re using, make sure you use it twice.
Give away old toys and clothes; reusing is so nice!